COVID 19:
Leaders out of
office... but in
control.
Thanks to the coronavirus outbreak,
working from home is no longer a
privilege, it’s a necessity.
Behind the closed doors of homes
across the UK, thousands of
businesses are desperately trying to
figure out how to stay operational in
a virtual world. Time magazine has
called it “the world’s largest work
from home experiment”.
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Taking a step back, why have leaders been
so reluctant to embrace remote working in
the past? Well from my experience many
leaders (consciously or not) felt:
•

•

According to government figures,
prior to the COVID-19 outbreak,
more
than
4m
Britons
had
abandoned the workplace in favour
of working from home... now that
figure is closer to 19m.
No longer can leaders cling onto that
old-school mentality where only ‘seeing is
believing’. Remote working is here,
whether you’re ready or not!
With this in mind, it’s possible that Covid19 could permanently shift working
patterns as companies forced to
embrace remote working by the
pandemic find their employees are less
than enthusiastic to return to the office
permanently once the closures are lifted.

•

•

Micromanaging employees is key. It’s
much better to have your team in the
office where you can see them getting
the job done than working remotely
(a.k.a. sat in their PJ’s watching This
Morning).
Control. Remote working means less
control over the direction of the team.
Relationships. Building a relationship
and gaining trust with a remote team
is just too difficult.
Productivity. An office exodus would
result in lower productivity.

The last point around productivity is
interesting. However, it’s easy to find
evidence that the opposite is in fact true.
In a recent 2019 ‘State of Remote’ survey
by Buffer, those already practising remote
working describe their biggest
challenge as being ‘unplugging
after work’.

Whilst to some extent these perceived challenges are understandable, they are not
unsurmountable. What you must keep front of mind is that at the very centre of a person’s
workspace is a community where people come together. It can be difficult to replace that
interaction and connection moving all interactions online.
Many of your team will never have experienced an event of this enormity and magnitude before
and may find it difficult to cope with the resulting stress and anxiety. Helping them to remain
focused and resilient will ensure they ride the wave and emerge stronger, better equipped and
ultimately more successful.
There are things as a leader that you can do to facilitate this. Here are my top 10 tips on how
to lead a successful remote team...

1. Set clear expectations and accountability.
Be clear on your expectations for the role and
them
in
this
new
world
of
working. Agree their top 5 accountabilities and
priorities.
Ask individuals to set 3 daily pledges of what
they commit to achieving that day and review
at the close of play.
Provide your team with a quick reference
guide on "How to work with you” listing your
traits and how you like to work, ask them to do
the same and share, this will help accelerate
the bonding process in this new.
Keep it real, transparent and consistent.
2. Strategy and values.
Make sure your team are fully aligned with the
company values and new strategy.
Recruit, retain and promote against your 5-7
company values and make sure all staff are
aligned to these values.
Make sure they ‘get’ the role, ‘want’ the role
and can ‘do’ the role.
In-still the importance of remaining focused
and productive.

3. Create a communication strategy.
Agree on daily and weekly contacts,
both formal and informal.
Set a clear agenda for weekly 121’s & team
meetings.
Set clear communication timelines i.e. email
response within 24 hours.
Over-communicate and make what's
implicit explicit.
Use face to face video platforms like Zoom
wherever possible to communicate.
4. Treat remote workers as if they were
in the office.
Your team are not robots they need social
interaction to help them feel like they
belong.
Set up a team what’s app group or House
Party app for more social, fun interaction.
Check-in with individuals on a personal level
– how are they coping with the crisis?
5. Equip flexibility.
Give employees remote productivity and
collaboration tools such as Slack, Zoom,
Google Drive and Trello.
Make sure they have the broadband speed
the right hardware to work anywhere.

6. Make time for video-based coaching
sessions.
Allocate quality time for one-to-one coaching
based on the areas individuals need the most
support in.
When you don’t get to see someone in the
office every day, having any type of visual clue
to what someone is thinking is essential. The
best leaders make remote interaction more
like
face-to-face
using
video
conferencing. There is no excuse with so many
great video conferencing solutions like Google
Hangouts, Zoom, Skype etc. many of whom
are offering their tools for free, in the hope
that people who start using them in a crisis
may carry on once normality returns.
7. Stay focused on the output, not the input.
It is important to manage expectations and
stay focused on goals when embracing a
remote workforce. Don't worry as much about
what is being done. Instead, concentrate on
what is being accomplished. If they are
meeting goals, great. If not, you need to look
into the situation further. It is all about
accomplishment, not the activity.
Encourage individuals to pull together a daily
agenda of activity.
8. Ask and listen.
When employees say that they want their
voices to be heard, they are saying they want
leaders who will not just hear them, but listen
to them.
When leading a remote team, you must spend
80% of your time listening to them to
understand that support, advice, and direction
they need to enable them to be successful.

9. Create a true team feel.
Intentionally
build
KPIs
that
encourage teamwork or potentially can only
be achieved through teamwork.
It might sound wasteful but make time for
small talk. You must build rapport with every
member of your team which means getting to
know the ‘whole’ person.
Organise regular face to face get-togethers
ideally quarterly if not maybe an annual
conference.
10. Trust your team.
Levels of trust within an organisation are
often the deal-breaker for remote working.
Autonomy is essential for high employee
engagement in any work environment.
Over monitoring is not the right way to build
trust, what you should be focused on is
ensuring your people are getting the job done,
results are achieved and targets are met. Not
worrying where employees are all the time,
and that they’re working to set hours. Set
working from home guidelines i.e. the
do’s and ‘don’ts so there is no confusion or
misunderstanding from either side on what’s
expected.
If you would like a confidential, no obligation
chat about the Covid 19 crisis and the knockon effect on your recruitment business don’t
hesitate to give me a call on 07715 326 502
or email patrick.maloney@lead-talent.co.uk
Patrick Maloney is a highly successful
business and recruitment specialist with
over 25-years experience in delivering
results.
His
highly
considered
and
partnership led approach has contributed
towards £50m worth of additional profit for
clients over the past seven years.
For more information visit: lead-talent.co.uk

